Peter Docker: Bio
Speaker | Teacher | Igniter
Peter gets up every day inspired to enable people to be extraordinary so
that they can do extraordinary things. Extraordinary in the areas that really
matter to them, areas that genuinely inspire them.
“What fires me up everyday is to see people achieving incredible things by being their true
selves. Everyone has extraordinary talents and, when these are given space to breathe,
combined with a clear sense of higher purpose, remarkable performance has a tendency to
flow. Put simply, it’s about reconnecting to what it is to be human.”
Peter believes that when similarly inspired people come together in organisations, remarkable
things can happen. Great performance is achieved by connecting people to a higher, common
purpose – a ‘Why’. This leads to places to work in which people feel more fulfilled, there is a high
level of discretionary effort, innovation and empowerment thrives – and sustainable results follow.
Peter is committed to helping shift the world of work to be a place where the vast majority of people
go home fulfilled, energised and inspired by the work they do. Passionate about enabling people to
be extraordinary and inspired by the theory of The Golden Circle, Peter has collaborated with Simon
Sinek for over five years and has the role of Igniter and Implementation Specialist on the Start With
Why team (startwithwhy.com).
Peter’s commercial and industry experience has been at the most senior levels in sectors including
oil & gas, construction, mining, pharmaceuticals, banking, television, film, media, manufacturing
and services – across 80 countries. His career has spanned professional pilot; leading an aviation
training and standards organisation; teaching post-graduates at an international college; and
running a multi-billion pound procurement project. A former Royal Air Force senior officer, he has
been a Force Commander during combat flying operations and has seen service across the world.
He is a seasoned crisis manager, a former international negotiator for the UK Government, and
executive coach. Peter is now dedicated to continuing to learn and share insights into how humans
operate, communicate and relate.
A keynote speaker and facilitator, Peter presents around the world, offers workshops and bespoke
leadership programmes. His talks include: Harness the Power of Why; Truly Human Leadership; and
Leadership during Crisis.
A Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical Society and of the Chartered Management Institute, Peter holds a
degree in mathematics, an MSc in aeronautical systems, trials and design, and an Airline Transport
Pilot’s Licence.
Website - www.whynotunlimited.com
LinkedIn - https://uk.linkedin.com/in/peterdocker
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